
ON THE EXISTENCE OF THE STIELTJES INTEGRAL*
BY

H. L. SMITH

Lebesguet has shown how to treat the Riemann integral by studying

the content of an associated point set. The present paper is an attempt

in the same direction for the Stieltjes integral. A pair of conditions are

found which are necessary and sufficient for the existence of the integral,

one of which concerns itself with the associated point set. The other is

automatically satisfied for a large class of integrals comprising (1) those

for which the associated point set is a (continuous) curve with at most a

finite number of multiple points; and (2) those for which the measure

function is of limited variation. A consequence is that a simple closed

curve must be squarable if its line integral J y dx exists. Among the

examples given is one which shows that a simple closed  curve may be

squarable and still fail to have an existent line integral J y dx.

1. Definitions and notations. If T, I" are two sub - intervals of

T, T-I" will denote the interval common to P, I".

A general partition to — 0 < tx < ■ • • < tn-x <tn = 1 of the interval T:

0 < t < 1 will be denoted by the notation n; a partition of a sub-

interval I of T will be denoted by n(I). A general cell k <j t <, ¿¿+i

of a partition n will be denoted by An. The symbol ^An WM denote

a summation over all the cells 4/t of a partition n. The upper

(greater) and lower (lesser) end points of an interval I will be denoted

by I, I respectively, and t1 will denote any point of an interval I. By

n'xn" will be denoted the partition consisting of all non-singular Arc' • An".

Every numerically-valued function 0(i) defined on T gives rise to an

associated function 0(7) on the class of all sub-intervals I of T defined

by the equation
8(1) = e(I)-e(i).

The symbols SntyA<p and Sn ipAy are defined by the equations

SnipAf = 2v(tA")9(An),
An

* Presented to the Society, December 29, 1923.

f Leçons sur l'Intégration, 1904, p. 45.
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and are respectively multiply-valued and singly-valued functions of n for

given f, ip.

A partition nx is finer than a partition tt2, in notation n\Yn2, if every

cell A ni of n-i lies entirely in some cell A n2 of tt8 . The binary relation F

is transitive, reflexive and has the composition property as defined by

E. H. Moore and the author.* It, therefore, serves to define a limit process

Lf applicable to numerically-valued functions 6(tt) defined for the class

of all partitions of T. Thus Lf 6 = a provided there exists a system

(ne \e) (e> 0) such that

\e(n) — a\<,e (nFne) (e>0).

Every partition n has a norm Njt defined as the length An — An of

its longest cell An. This gives rise to a second limit process Ln on

functions 6(n) defined as follows: Ln0 = a provided there exists a system

(de | e) such that

\6(n) — a\ < e (n, Nrc <¡ de) (e).

The (Riemann) Stieltjes integral | ip(f)df(f) or more briefly I ipdy

exists in the sense

(FS)
(FW)
(NS)
(NW)

provided

Lf&! ipAf

Ln S %pA<p
hx80VA9

exists. The same symbol may be used in each of these cases, since, if

the integral exists simultaneously in two or more senses, the values are

the same.   This is easily seen from the following.

Xi Fs
ipdy exists in the sense ns then it exists

(with the same value) in the sense xw, which justifies the notations

S (= strong) and W (= weak). Moreover if the integral exists in the

sense xs then it exists also in the sense jvi.

*E. H.Moore and H. L. Smith, American Journal of Mathematics, vol.44 (1922),

p. 104.
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2. A necessary and sufficient condition. The oscillation oiSipAy

on I, in notation OiSipAy, is defined as the least upper bound

of !&!'</) YMy — &i"(/) VMy | for all partitions n (T), n"(I) of /

(I in T); and OjS0rpAf is similarly defined as the least upper bound of

I$?'</) VAy —$£"(/) V4y|. The symbols OnSipAf, 0n8°r>Af axe defined
by the equations

n

OnSfAy = 20AnSxpA9,
An

n

OnS°rpA'f =20AnS"xpAf.
An

Theorem I. In order that I ipdy exist in the sense (FS), (FW), (NS) or

(N W) it is necessary and sufficient that Lf On8ip A f = 0, Lp On8° </' A <p = 0,

Ln On S rp A 9 = 0 or L# On 8° rp A «¡p = 0 respectively.

We prove the theorem for the sense (FS).

The condition is necessary. For let n be any partition of T and e any

positive number.   Then there are two partitions n'Fn, n"Yn such that

0 < 0Án S tp A <p — {Sn't&n) tpA<p — Sn:{An) ipA<p}S~,

where n (An), n"(An) denote respectively the partitions n', n" as on An

and n is the number of cells in n.   Hence

0 <¡ Sn' V A <f— Sn"T>A'P<,0n8\pAf<e-\-8n,^A<f —Sn"1pA<f>.

On applying the quasi-limit* Pf to this inequality, there results

0<LFOnSxpA<p£e      (e)

or
Pf OnSipAy = 0,

uniquely; which proves the necessity.!

The condition is sufficient.   For if n'"Yn', n'"Fn", then

\87ftpAf — 8n- tpAfl

<^ {Sn- fpAf — &?" fAvl + lfy" fAy — Sn" V4«p|

£ On- fAy-T-On- ipAy;

* Moore and Smith, loc, cit., p. 110.

f Moore and Smith, loc. cit., p. 112, Theorem 8.
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from which the sufficiency follows  on taking the simultaneous F-limit as

to n   and n".

3. Some necessary conditions. 0¡ ip, the oscillation of ip on I, is

defined as the least upper bound of

\xp(t[)-xp(t'2)\

for all t{, t¡.

Inequality A.     0¡ 8 ipAf >      (0¡ y) \y(I)\.

Inequality A*.   0¡ S0 xp A <p ;> y (0¡ V) I <p (I) I •

We give the (slightly) more difficult proof, that of A0. Let y (1)^-0;

the inequality is obvious otherwise. For every e(>0) take t' and t" in /

such that

[ip(()-xp(t")] sgny(J) Z Oi ip — e,

so that

[</> (0 - V («")] 9 0) > [0/ V - e] 19» (J) I.
Then

y[V(0 — Vi*")]? CO = Sn-wfAv-Sn-mVAy,
where

,,,„»„_ w>+»«\(0-.(di+ »OT + »(flfr(i)-,(Oi.

w¿, - *w+*(n tT(0-yu)]+ »ot+»(B bffl_yOT);
so that

Sn-iD^Av — Sn-iD^pAy 2> y (0/ l¿>) I9> CO I — y e| y (I) I (e).

From this inequality A0 follows.

Theorem Nl. In order that I j/>o> exist in the sense (FS) or (FW)

it is necessary that
n

Ull(Oúnrp)W(An)\ = 0;
71    an

in the sense (NS), (NW) it is necessary that

n

^H(OAnM)) W(An)\ = 0.
71    an

This theorem follows at once from inequalities A, A0.
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Theorem N2. In order that I ipdy exist in the sense (NS) or (NW)

it is necessary that 9, vj have no simultaneous discontinuities on T; in the

sense (FS) that 9, ip have no simultaneous right-hand discontinuities or

simultaneous left-hand discontinuities.

The proof of this theorem is not difficult and is omitted.

4. On the independence of the four senses (FS), (FW), (N8),

(NW).    Of the eleven situations   as to  the  simultaneous existence of

I ipd9 in different senses indicated in Table 0 the first four are excluded

by the fact that (NS) implies (FS); the next four by the fact that (FS)

implies (FW); the ninth by the fact that (N8) implies (NW); and the

tenth by the fact that (NW) implies (FW). The last one is excluded by

Theorem N 2 and Theorem J.

Table 0

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)

(8)

(9)
(10)

(ID

FS \FW\ NS \NW

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Theorem J.   If 9, ip have no simidtaneous discontinuities, then the exis-

tences  of I   ipd9  in   the  senses  (FS) or (FW) imply existences in  the

respective senses (NS) or (NW).

We prove the theorem for the strong senses.   We note first that

Hence

Also

LNf&fcJ/My— SnxnnfA9] = 0 (n).
no

(LYLa)[Sna*pA9 — Snxn,*pA9\ = 0.
71       7T-n   na

(LPIw)Snxn.tpA9 =  L Va?-
71     7Zq e/0
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Therefore

xpdtp = (LFLfO&j.t/My = hsS*ipA9,       Q.E.D.
O 71     71q 71$

There remain of the sixteen possible cases only the five exhibited in

Table 1. We now give examples to show that these situations actually occur.

Table 1

I
II

III

IV
V

FS

+

+

FW

+

+

+

+

NS

T"T

+

Where two examples are given the second (more complicated) one is such

that the situation in question holds not only for T but for every I in T.

I.  y(¿)  =  o, ip(t)  =  0, 0 <£ t <  1.
II. sp(f) = 0,        0 < t £ 4;       <f(t) = 1,

ip(t)= 0,        0 £ t <i;        <M0 = 1,

II'. y (<) = 2 «»«'»(0,       f(t) = 2 «*4 (t),

h<t £ 1;

i<< ^ 1.

where a« = (l/9n_1) (n = 1, 2, 3, • • ■) and e'n(f) = 1 when t satisfies one

0, 1),of  the  inequalities   (3fc+ l)/3n <i ¡!<(3A:4- 2>/3" (k

= 0 otherwise ;   and e'n' (t) = 1   when  t satisfies one of   the inequalities

(3fc4-l)/3»< t S (3fc + 2)/3" (k = 0, • • -, 3"-1 — 1), = 0 otherwise.

III. <f(t) = rp(t) = 0,       0 < <<1;        <f(l) = J/>(1) == 1.
III'. ip(f) = f(t) where ?(£) is the parametric representation of the

x-coördinate of the Peano-Moore space filling curve as given by E. H. Moore

(these Transactions, vol. 1 (1900), p. 80, eq. 27).

IV. f(t) = tp(t) = 0,       0 < t ^ 1,       t # \;

f(i) = V(i) = I-
I2k+1\        .f./2fc4-l\ 1

IV. f (J ^
lm-1 ft = o, i);

//(¿) = i//(í) = 0,     ¿ not of form -
2Ä+1

V. y(t) = ip(f) = 0,  ¿ rational;       y(tf) = </»(<) — 1,   í irrational.

5. Some lemmas on the operator E.   Convex sets.  Let « denote

a planar set of points.   By E(«)will be denoted the set of all points on

closed segments joining pairs of points of a.   Es(a) = E{E(a)}, etc.   li
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E(a) = a, the set is convex. Concerning the operation E the following

simple propositions hold:

El.   If « is connected, E («) is convex.

E 2.    If « is any set, E («) is connected.

E 3.   If « is any set, E8 («) is convex.

E 4.   If a is any set, E2 («) is the least convex super set of a.

E5.   If « is bounded, E (a) is bounded.

E 6.   If a is bounded and closed, E (a) is bounded and closed.

E 7.   Every bounded convex set has content.

6. Some lemmas on the triangles inscribable in a given set.

The diameter of a set « is the least upper bound of the distance PQ for

all pairs of points P, Q in «.

We shall represent a set and its content (if existent) by the same symbol.

If the content is not known to exist, the upper content will be denoted

by the symbol for the set with a bar over it.

A triangle PQB is inscribed in a set a if the points P, Q, B are in a.

Lemma T 1. In any closed bounded convex set a there may be inscribed

a A PQB whose area is at least one-fourth the content of a and whose longest

side is equal in length to the diameter of a.

Take two points P, Q of « whose distance apart is equal to the diameter

of a. Let p, q be the lines through P, Q respectively and _L to the line PQ.

Clearly all points of a lie between or on the lines p, q. Let PiP2, QiQ¡

be the segments which are the projections of « on p and q respectively.

Then a lies entirely in the rectangle Pt P2 Q2 Qi. Let Bi, B2 be points

of a on Pi Qi, P2 Q2 respectively. Let B be that one of the two points Pi B2

which is at the greater distance from PQ.   Then

APQP > y(APQPt+A PQB2) > -^rectangle P, Qt Q2 P2 > -J.

Lemma T 2. If P, Q are points q/E («) such that PQ equals the diameter

of E (a), then P, Q are in a.

For if one of them, say Q, is not in « it is collinear with two points

Q', Q" in a. But then one of the distances PQ', PQ" would exceed PQ

and PQ would not be a diameter of E(a).

Lemma T 3. If P, Q are points of a and B0 is in E (a), there is a point B

of a such that APQB ¡> /SPQB0.
If P0 is in a take P = P0. If P0 is not in « it is collinear with two

points Bo, B'ó of a, one of which is as far from line PQ as Bo and may

be taken as P.
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Lemma T 4. In any closed bounded set « may be inscribed a A whose

area is at least one-fourth the content of E2 (a).

There is (by Lemma T 1) a APQP0 inscribed in E2 (a) such that

APQP ^ iE8(«), and whose longest side, PQ say, is a diameter of

E2 («). By two applications (at most) of Lemma T 2 it is seen that P, Q

are in a. By at most two applications of Lemma T 3 a point E in «

may be found such that APQB :> APQB0.
Lemma T 5. In any bounded set a there may be inscribed a A whose

area is at least one-fifth the upper content of E2 («).

This is proved by applying Lemma T4 to E2 (« 4- a).

7. The necessary conditions A. By a9%fl (I) will be denoted the set

of all points (f(t), ip(t)) for t in I.

Inequality B.   0¡ 8° ip A <p > \ E2 a^ (I).

First there are (by Lemma T5) three points (y(tx), </>(¿i))> (<p(U), ty(h)),

(fits)) V'(^s)) which form a triangle having area exceeding one-fifth the

content of Es cc(fl/, (I).   That is,

\{H>(k) + *p(ti)\ Wit,) —9(ti)] 4-1 {xp(ti) 4- ip(ti)} [9(t3)-9(t*)]

-\-^-{T'(ti)-T-rp(ti)}[9(ti)-9(h)] ^ ±E* a^il).

Now take n' = Itx t, t31, n" = Itits I.   Then

\S°n,ipA9-8°n,tpA9\ > yE2«^/);

from which the inequality follows.

The symbol S7lE2Aa(ftp will denote2An^taq¡ip (&71).

Theorem N 3.   In order that   I *pd9 exist in the sense (F8) or (FW)

it is necessary that

AfÍ9*PY- LfSEM«^ — 0;

in the sense iNS) or (NW) that

AN(9f): LsSE'A«^ = 0.

Corollary.    In order that I  xpd9 exist in either sense it is necessary

that content a^,,,, (P) be zero.
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In § 12 will be given an example to show that this is not sufficient

even when «V^,(T) is a simple (continuous) arc.

8. Lemmas. The relation U0. A function 9(t) gives rise to an

associated function 9n(t) relative to n defined as follows:

9n(t) == 9(A7!)+ 9(Aje, An)(t—An) for t in An and each An,

where

9(k, it) =

The following algebraic identity

9 th) — 9(h)

n-l

2
i=l

/* — i- ft, — J.

2 (yi + Vi+i) fe+i — Xi) — (»/i + yn) (xn — xi) — 2
n—1

2
i — 2

Xi 27i 1

Xi yi 1

Xi+i    2/«+i    1

is easily proved by induction.   By its aid it is easily shown that

S°n^nd9n= S°ntpA9 (n'Fn),

and hence that

£fnd9n = 8nl xpnA9n = 8°n 1PA9 (n'Vn).

yUoV on I if 9(I')*-r-ip(T)2>0 for every I' within I such that

0r9 + 0rrp>0.

yUooV on I if there is a n0(I) such that <¡pU0V °n eacn An0(I).

9U1P on I if there is a n0(I) such that for every n(I)Fn0(I) there

is a n'(I) such that n'(I)Fn(I) and 9* Uo Vv on eacn ^^o(/).

Lemma U01.   If 9n\Jo*pn on I and

9n(0 lpn(t) 1

SP»(Z) tpn(I) 1

SPW(J)      ^(7)     1

*o (I<t<I),

then

\{^nil)Jr^n(I))9n(I)-l^n<l9n\   <  K»«*n*„iD-

For if n(I) is to = I, ti,t2, •- -, tn-i, tn = I and the P¿ are the points

ifntk), *pn(ti)) (i = 0, • • -, n), the polygon P0Pi ■ • • PnPo is simple and

its area the left-hand side of the inequality while the right-hand side is the

area of the smallest convex polygon which contains the polygon P0 Pi • • • Pn Po.
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9. Reduction of functions to be in the U0 relation. Some

inequalities. Let 9, ip be continuous on I(C T). If 9~"ü0tp on I,

there exists uniquely a sequence {(?„} of intervals defined by induction as

follows:

(i) Gx is such that

(DGCI;       (2) 0Gt9 + 0Glip>0;       (3) <?«?,)'+$«?.) = 0;

(4) 9(G)*+<P(G)*>0

for jivery G QI such that 0G 9 + 0G tp > 0 and such that G — G> Gx — Gx

or G — G = GX — GX and G<GX;

(ii) Gx, ■ ■ -, Gn having been defined, Gn+i is such that

(0) Gn+i •«?! + .. .-\-Qn) = 0;    (1) G„+i Ç 7;    (2) 0G„+1 y + Oe„+1 ̂> 0;

(3) 9 (Gn+i? 4- V (Gn+i)2 = 0 ;        (4) y (G)2 4- y (G)2 > 0

for every GÇ I such  that G-(Gi+_-h Gn)== 0, 0G 9 + 0G ip > 0 and

such that G — G>GH+i — Sn+i or G— G = Gn+i — Q»+x and G<Gn+x.

It is clear that Gi • Gj = 0 for every ¿ 4 j, and, therefore, if the sequence

is infinite

UGn-Gn) = 0.
n

We may now define two functions 9.   Jt), ip.   , it) over T as follows:
M {»'}

%.(Ö - 9(t) if < is in T-2gh;

= y(Gn) = 9(Gn) if ¿ is in Gn (n);

iPiAt) = t/>(¿) if ¿ is in T—20„;

= ip(Gn) = ip(G„) if t is in <?„ (»).

Lemma U02.    9.   ,U0'/',   , on I.

Take   G   so   that   Ocy,   , 4-0g</',   ,>0.    We   are   to   prove   that
H        M

V,   liö'^ + Vf   ,(ö!)ii>0.   We note first that the condition on G implies

that G is not entirely in any (?».

Suppose first that G-C^^G») = 0. Take n so that G—G>Gn — Gn.

This together with (? Ç I, G-(G¡-\-|- Gn-i) = 0 and

Ooy + Ooip = 0G9.   , + Ooip.   ,>0
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shows that 9 (Gf + V (#)2 > 0 ■   But 9,   AG)2 + f,   , (#)2 = 9 (G)2 + V (#)2-

Hence y    .(ÖP+V,   X(G?>0.

Suppose G ■ (£n Gn) > 0. Let n be the smallest integer for which ö„ • 67 > 0,

and set G0 = GH + 6.   Then 670 — 670 > (7„ — Gtl (since G does not lie

entirely in Gn) and this together with G0Cl, G0-(GiJr-1- Gn-i) = 0,

Og,9 + 0Sa ip>0G9,   , + 0o.   , > 0 shows that 9>(G70)2 + ip(G0f > 0.  But
{rpi} {<pl\

9,   , (0)2 + V,   , (G)2 = 9>(#)2 + *P(G?.  Hence y    . (Gf + V,   , (<?)2 > 0.

The lemma is thus completely proved.

We now define 9.    ., ip.   , as follows:
\xpn\ \yn\

V\    \{t>  =  ft   , iW if t is in ¿7T     (4/T);

Vr    iW  = ft   „ iW if < is in an:     (4tt).

It is easily seen that there is no  conflict of definition at the division

points of ît.

We now define integration processes       . I    ,        , a I + Î* I    , etc.,

W    M M
thus :

Jxpd9 = I v,   , rfyr   1,

I    ipd9=^ I V,   .dîP,    .,

I     ^dy = I I vdy:»
I «/   I le/

\aj +bj    Jif>d9 = aj t/'dy + 'J     V<¿9>, etc.

If /(/r) has a meaning for every partition n of T or of a sub-interval I,

we shall denote by B// the least upper bound of /(ít) for all partitions

of I and by Bnf the sum ^l^B^/.

Inequality {/}.

w{fpnU)(I)-\-^nir,(I)} 9nU)(D—  I        V/i(/) ¿9n(I) ! < 2 B/SEM «,,,/,.
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\fnd9n—  I.   . W«*9V ^2Bn8YJAa^   (n'Fn).

It is clear that Inequality {n} follows from Inequality {/}, which we now

prove.

Let tx < ts < • • • < tn-x be the values for which

9n(D H>n(D 1

97l(T)      xpn(J)       1

= o,

and 7T0 the partition I=t0,tx,---, tn-x, tn = I.

Now by the algebraic identity of § 8

-^{■r>n(I)+ fn(J)}9n(I)— I,  ,   *pnd9n

= 2\~^\^n(ti-x)-\-^n(tè\\9n(ti)— 9n(ti-x)\—  I  '    V,        , ¿y,        A'

Hence by Lemma U01

1 — P 7I°
-^{>Pn(I)+fn(I)}9n(I)—   I,  ,   V*«*?*    <| 2^ ay   y   (A n0).
ù °{l\I An0

The partition n0 is such that between any two of its consecutive division

points ti-x, U there is a division point m of n. Now let n', n" be the

partitions _
n':    I, ¡<i, Ms, «a, •••, 7,

7r":   I, iii, ut, u6, •■-, I.

Then every cell An0 is in a cell An' or in a cell An".

Therefore

ti0 ri n"

2W «,„„„ (A n0) <,2& «VnVn (4 ̂  + 2& «^ (4 *")
47t„ An' An '

n' n"

£ 2 E' «vv (4 «0 + .2 E2 «^ (4 tt")

g 2B/«SEÎ«^)

which establishes Inequality {/}.
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10. The necessary condititions J.   The identity

J W ä9n' — J Vn" à9n"  = J VV U9n' — J.  ,.W" <*?*'"

4-J       fn"' ¿9,t-J %"' d(Pn'"

+ \yn»'d9„-I fn'"d9n"'

+ 1,     ^"'(hn'"— \y>n" dfn"
J{n"\ J

implies the inequalities J 1, J 2.

Inequality J 1.

J Vv d9n- — J V'/i-d9n"\

<¡ 2 [B7(- SE2 A u<rtf, + B7t« <S'E2 A a^]

+      I.   . VV" ̂ SP*-    fn-"d97f
L><>{n'} J

4- Vn'"d9n-\fn"-d9„"
\J{n,X J

503

(7r'"F7r', 7t'"F7t")

Inequality J 2.

rpn'"d9n-    fn'"d9n-\ +    I,     ̂ n'" dy,,'-I Ip7fd9n"

<¡   J Vw' ̂ 9n' — J VV' á 9n"

+ 2[Bn'SE*Aa(pt/,-\-B7l»SE2aAlfli;]        (n"'Fn', n'"Fn").

Theorem N 4.    The conditions

JF(9H>)-    LfPf       I       —  I     +     I,     ,—  I      \Vn'"Cl9n'"  =  0,
„-,["„'" Lle/Í^.1       O   I        Iwj,,..!       «7   |J

JN(9f)-   LN ¿NN  Í       —  I I +     I.     ,—  I       H>n'"d9n-'  =  0
{»"}

are respectively necessary for  the existence of I  ipd9 in the senses (FW),

(NW) and therefore respectively necessary for its existences in  the senses

(FS),(NS).
This theorem follows from inequality J 2.
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11. The general existence theorem. By Sn(AOip)\Ay\ will be

denoted 2¿7l(0A7lip) \y(An)\, and by BiS(AOip) \Ay \ will be denoted

the least upper bound of 8n(A0ip)\Ay\ for partitions n of I; and by

Bn Si A O ip) \ A y I will be denoted ¿í, Bán S(AOip) \Ay\.

Inequality S0.   YJ u,fy(I) <¡ oB¡S(A0ip) \Ay\-
For let tx, t2, t3 be taken in I so that

~{V(/i) + V(M} [y(y —y(M] + -}~{il>it2) + v/(i8)} [y(y — y(<2)]

+ 4-{V(^)4-^(¿i)}[y(¿1)-y«3)] <{e!«#(7).
2

Then

l^(fj)—y«i)l |9>U)—sp(^a)|H-iVC**)—tpdaí \y(ti)—y(t3)\

+  ip(t3)-ip(tx)\ \y(ts)-y(tx)\ ^ ^E2a(fy(I)

by the algebraic inequality

| ( xx — Xi ) (yx 4- y i ) 4- ( xs — a's ) ( î/2 4- y3 ) 4- ( x3 — xx ) ( y% 4- yx ) j

< |»i—x«] 12/i — iji\ + \xi— x3\ \y2 — y3\-\-\x3 — xx\ \y3 — yi\,

which is easily proved.

Now let n' = I, tx, U, h, I and rr" = I,tx,t3,1.   Then

^(40^)|Jy|4-^»(40i^):4y| ;> |-E2a^(7);

from which the inequality follows.

Inequality S.    SnY2Aa(fy <; oB^SiiOt/') |4y .

Let us introduce the conditions

0F: LFS(A0ip)\A9\ = 0,

0N: LnS(AOtp) Ay   = 0.

We can now state the

Existence Theorem.   The four pairs of conditions

AF(yip), JF(yT')

AN(ytp), Jjf(yV)

JF(yip), 0F(yip)

Jn iyf), 0N(yip)
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are respectively necessary and sufficient for the existence of I  ipd9 in the

senses (FW), (NW), (FS), (NS).

The necessity of the various conditions has already been proved. The

sufficiency of the first two pairs follows from inequality Jx on operating

on both sides  of  that  inequality by Lp Pf,    Ln Pn respectively.   The
7l'7l"   71'" 7l'7l"   71'"

sufficiency of the last two pairs then follows from inequality S0.

Lemma Ul.   If 9XJ1P on T, then JjKspVO and Jn(9^P).
Lemma TJ 2. If a ^(T) is a continuous arc with at most a finite number

of multiple points, then 9\Jtp on T.

This is easily shown by slightly modifying a proof of de la Vallée Poussin

(see Pierpont, Theory of Functions of Beat Variables, vol. II, p. 597).

Lemma U 3.   If 9 is monotone on T, then ipTJi/>.

Corollary 1.   The four conditions Af, An, Of, On are respectively necessary

for the existence of I ipd9 in the senses (FW), (NW), (F8), (NS); and

are respectively sufficient ifyUip on T, in particular, if a^(T) is a con-

tinuous curve with a finite number of multiple points, or if 9 is a monotone

function on T.

Suppose 9 is of limited variation on T, that is, that   I   | d 9 | exists.

Then J |dy| exists for every I in T and will be denoted by Yf(I). We

define two functions <¡pi (t), <¡p2 (0 on T by the equations

9i(t) = -y{JjdSP| + [sp(0-9>(0)]} + 9P(0),

92(t) = yjJjrf>|-L>(0-9>(0)]},

so that

and

9(0 = 9x(t) — 92(i)

A9l = ±{AV<f+A9},

A92 = y{¿V,,-49>}.

Hence ylf g>2 are monotonie increasing functions in view of the obvious

inequality

14?»I ^¿v
We have, if 0Tf is finite,

Lf S(A0ip){\Acp\ — AY<p} = Ln S(AOtp){ \ A9 \ — AY^ } = 0;
82
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from which it follows that the conditions

Vf (yip): LFS(AOip)AY(f = 0,

YN(yxp): L^S(AOf)AYtf = 0

are respectively equivalent to the conditions Op(yip), On (yip), so that

Vf (yip), VN(yip) are necessary conditions for the existence of I ipdy in

the senses (FS), (NS) respectively.   Moreover the equations

àYy = Afi + Ay2,

Ay   = Ayi — Ay2

show that the conditions F>(yV)> Fjv(y^) imply respectively the pair

of conditions  VFiyiip),  Vf(9íIP)  and   Vn(9iIP),   Fzi(y2'/').    Hence   the

conditions VFifip), Fjv(yV) imply the existence of I (ipdy) in the respec-

tive senses (FS), (N8) with the value

Jo ydf = Jo ^d(pl~jo yd(p2

We summarize these well known results as

Corollary 2. If y is of limited variation and Or ip is finite, either of

the  conditions  Vf (y ip),   Of (y V)  is  necessary   and  sufficient for  the

existence of I   ipdy in the sense (FS) and either of the conditions Vn (y ip),

ÖN(yip)  is necessary  and sufficient for   the  existence  of  I  ipdy in the

sense (NS).

12. A squarable crinkly curve whose associated Stieltjes

integral fails to exist. If Pi,---, Pn are any n points in a plane in

which a system of rectangular coordinates has been established, let

(Pi, • • -, Pn) be defined by the equation

n   *

(Px,--.,Pn)= 2^-{ ord Pi + ord P+i} [abs Pi+1 - abs P¿].
i = X   ¿ '

Now let S denote a square of which two sides are parallel to and

above the ¡r-axis. Let us agree to denote the area of any geometric figure

by the same letter as the figure so that 8 will also denote the area of

the square S. Let AB represent one diagonal of S. Finally let / be

any positive integer.

Take a positive integer p. Divide S into p2 equal squares. Then divide

each of these squares into p2 equal squares, and so on.   In this way we
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secure an infinite sequence of divisions of S into ps, p*, p6, - - - equal

squares. The vertices of these squares form a set [X] everywhere dense

in 8. The number m such that p2m is the smallest number (a power of p2)

of equal squares into which S may be divided so that X appears as a

vertex is called the order of X.

Denote by M that one of the vertices of 8 other than A and S for

which it is true that (ABMA) is positive.

Let AiBi, ■■-, Ar Br be r sub-segments of the segment AB with end

points in [X] and such that Ai+i is between Aid — 1, • • -, r) and any Bj

(j = 1, •••, r), and P¿+i is between P¿ and any Aj and such moreover

that

AiB2 4- • • • + ~Ar~B? > 2/. A~B2.

Now let Mi, - ■ -, Mr be r points all on the same side of ^.P as M

and such that AíMíBí is a right angle (i = l,---, r). Then the points

Mi are in [X], the quantities (AiBiMi A¡) are positive, and the broken lines

AíMíBí do not have any points in common.

Next take any point Ao of the set [X] which is within the segment

AAt and then choose N,---, Nr all on the opposite side of ^4P from M

so that the angles Ai-iNBi shall all be right angles. Then N,---, Nr

are in [X], the quantities (Ai-iNBiAi-i) are positive, and the broken lines

Ai-iNiBi, BjMjAj have no points (other than end points) in common.

Thus the points

AAo, NiBiMiAi,---, NiBiMiAi,---, NrBrMrAr

taken in order form the vertices in [X] of a simple broken line which

joins A to Ar, and consists of segments each of which, except AAo, is

parallel to a coordinate axis. It is clearly possible to join Ar to B by a

broken line of the same character which does not have any point other

than Ar in common with this broken line. Let ArQi---Q3B denote such

a broken line.   Then

AAoNBiMiAi-.. NiBiMiAi - - - NrBrMrArQi ---QsB

taken in  order are the vertices  of a simple broken line AX0B which

consists,  aside from the segments AAQ and Q3B,  entirely of segments

parallel to the axes of coordinates.

The points

ABiMiAi - ■ ■ BíMíAí ■ ■ - BrMrArB
32*
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taken in order form the vertices of a broken line AX'B which is inscribed

in AX0B.

If we note that for any three collinear points PQB it is true that

(PQB) = (PQ) + (QB), then we see that

(A X' B) = (A 4) + (4 Pi Mx 4) + (4 4-) + (Ai B2 Mt 4) +...

4- (4-1 Ad + (4 Bi Mi Ad + • • •

+ (4-1 Ar) 4- (Ar Br Mr 4) + (4 B)

= (AB)-\-2(AiBiMiAi)>(AB)+fS,
i=l

so that

(AX'B)—(AB)>fS.

The vertices of AX0B are all in [X] and hence there is a finite least

upper bound k0 for their orders. Let I be the length of AX0B. Take

k = k0 + 2 so that

1^1T<^-   and    <La'P)-UP)-/¿\
jr        2

Now suppose £ divided into p2k equal squares. Shade all of these

squares which have a side in common with a segment of A X0 B and which

lie on the same side of AX0B as M does. Let us now suppose that p is

even. Then there is an even number of shaded squares against each segment

of AX0B except AA0 and QSB. With this exception, then, it is possible

to replace each segment of AX0B by a broken line joining the end points

of that segment and made up by taking one diagonal from each of the

shaded squares that abut thereon. After this has been done and all segments

deleted which enter twice in opposite senses, there is obtained a simple

broken line AXB all of whose segments, except AA0 and QSB, are diagonals

of shaded squares. This exception can be removed by shading also all

the squares of our division which have an interior point in common with

AAq or QSB and then regarding all vertices of these new shaded squares

which lie on AA0 and on BQS as vertices ot AXB. It is clear that

AX'B is inscribed in AXB.

We have thus shown how to replace the diagonal AB of S by a simple

broken line AXB subject to the following conditions:

(A) the broken line AXB consists of diagonals of certain shaded squares

of a division of S into equal squares;

(B) the squares of which the segments ot AXB are diagonals have total

area less than £72;
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(C) a broken line AX'B can be inscribed in AXB for which

(AX'B)-(AB)>fS.

We can now construct our crinkly curve.

For the sake of being definite, let S be the unit square 0 < x < 1,

0 is 2/ ^ 1 an(1 A, P De tne points (0,0), (1,1), respectively. Then on

setting X0 = AB, S0 = 8, there is for every sequence f, f2, • • • of positive

numbers a sequence AX0B, AXxB, AX2B, • • ■ of simple broken lines joining

A to B and subject to the following conditions:

(A) every segment of AX„B is a diagonal of a square of a certain division

of 8 into equal squares;

(B) the total area Sn+i of the squares whose diagonals are the segments

of AXn+iB is less than half the total area Sn of the squares 8n whose

diagonals are the segments of AXnB;

(C) every vertex of AXnB is a vertex of AX,l+iB;

(D) in A ¿H+i P may be inscribed a broken line A X'n+1 B such that

(A X'n+1 B) - (A Xn B) > fl+i ■ Sn.

To obtain such a sequence we have only to apply the process above,

first to the diagonal of the square S, second to each segment of the broken

line A Xi B so obtained, and so on, at each step taking the proper value for/.

Let

AXnB:       x = 9n(t),     y = tpn(t) (0 £ t £ 1)

denote a one-to-one representation of AXnB on to P=(0,1) such that

two equal sub-segments of AXnB always correspond to two equal sub-

intervals of T. Then 9n, xpn converge to two continuous functions 9, xp,

respectively, since <¡pre, \pn are continuous and the convergence is uniform.

The arc

T.       x = 9(t),     y = xp(t) (0 < t < 1)

is a simple continuous arc joining A to P.

The broken lines AXnB (and hence the broken lines AX'nB) are inscribed

in r. Moreover a vertex of AXnB is given by the same value of the

parameter t in the equations of AXnB as in the equations of T.

The arc r is squarable. For it lies entirely in the squares Sn and these

have, by (B) above, total area less than l/2n.

Now suppose the numbers f S0, f Si, f3 S2, - • ■ are all bounded from
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zero, say all greater than e0. This is possible since the choice of the /'s

is absolutely arbitrary.   Then

(1) (A X'n n B) -(A Xn B) > eo        (n = 0, 1, 2, • • •).

The Stieltjes integral   I   ip(t)dy(t)  does not  exist in either of the four

senses. For first the vertices of A Xn B and A X'n+1 B correspond to two

divisions of T of norm in each case certainly less than llpn. Moreover

(AX'n+xB), (AXnB) represent two sums of the form

S°ipAf

corresponding to those divisions. These facts together with the inequality (1)

above show the required non-existence.

13. On the independence of the sufficient conditions. In this

section we find functions y, ip for which Af(9, ip), 4v(y, ip), Of(9, ip),

On(9, V') but not Jn(9, ip) or <7>(y, ip).

Let a square S be divided into (2^-fl)2 equal squares. Let 15 be

opposite vertices and represent the remaining vertices by MN in such a

way that (A MB A) > 0. The diagonal AB is divided by the network of

(2p-\-l)2 equal squares into 2p + l equal segments whose end points we

will denote in order by

A 4 4 • ■ • ApBp Bp-i - - - BXB.

Now take Mx --- MPNX - - - Np so that 4 Mi P¿ Ni is a square Si(i=l,---,p)

and Mi, N are on the same sides of 4P as M, Nrespectively. Set 4 = 4?

P0 = B, S0 = S. Denote the squares whose diagonals are respectively

44+1, P¿P¿+i, ApBp(i = 0, •••,p — 1) by tf/, <r", g¡, or <Sp.

There is a simple broken line 4¿¿Pi which consists of diagonals of

squares (of our network) which lie in 8i-\ — (Si 4- (r/_i 4- a¡Lx) on the same

side of 4P as if and a simple broken line P¿/"4 consisting of diagonals

of squares which lie in <S¿_i—0Si-f-<r/_i4-Gi1a) on the same side of 4P as A7.

Now let AXB be the broken line

AAiX'1BiX1'A1A2X'2B2X'2'A2---ApX'pBpX% ApBpBp-i- - - BXB.

Then the segments of AXB are diagonals of the (2p+l)2 equal squares

into which S has been divided.    Moreover
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(AXB = (AAi) + UiX'iB1XÏA1)-r-(A1A2) + (A2X2B2X!2'A2) + ---

+ Ap X'p Bp Xp Ap) + (Ap Bp Bp-i ■ ■ ■ Bi B)

= (AB) ^¿(AíX'íBíXÍ'Aí).
i=i

But
2*

(Ap X'p Bp X'p Ap) = «jo + D1 ̂ '

43
(^-lAp-iPp-iAp-iJp-i) = -        .   -s- #,

UiAiP^i'/L) = ■  f #.

U A P) - (4 P) - -ff^ + m {22 + 42 + • ■ • + (22,)2} flf,

U«,-MB)=f¿±i|S.

Let S be the unit square 0<x<Ll,0<y<l and A, B the points

(00), (11) respectively. Let {j)n} be any infinite sequence of integers. Set

qn = 2 (2pn + 1) (pn + 1), mn = ^ • • • ft», r» = 2#,+ 1 for » = 1,2, • • •.

Set Poo = A, Pom0 = Poi = B,  and let M01 be the mid-point of

Poo Poi •

There is a broken line Pi0 • • • Pi«, such that

(li) Pio = A, Piw, = P;
(2X) the points Pio,---, Pir,-i divide PioPi,-, or Poo-Moi into n equal

parts;

(3i) the points Pi^, ■ • •, Piqi (= Pim¡) are the vertices of a broken line

which consists of diagonals of the r2 equal squares into which square

iYoiPoi may be divided and which is such that

(Plr, ■ ■ ■ Pi«,) - (M0i Poi) =   ^p^+l)    ' Sq' M0i P0i '

On continuing in this way we may construct a sequence of broken lines

P»o • • • Pnmn (n = 1, 2, • • •) such that

(1«) Pn,kgn  =  Pn-l,k (k =  0, •••,  mH-i);

Pn,kqn+rn —  MH—l,k+l,

where Mn-i,k+i is the mid-point of Pn-i,kPn-i, *fii
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(2n) the points Pn,kgn+x, ■ • -, Pn,kqu+rn-x divide Pn,kgn P», *;?„+»•„ into rn

equal parts;

(3n) the points P»,fc?„+rn, • • -, Pn,(k+x)g„ are the vertices of a broken line

whose segments are diagonals of the rn equal squares into which square

Pn,kgn+rnPn,oc+i)gn (= Mn-x, fe+i Pn-i,fc-fi) may be divided and which is

such that

(Pn, kgn+r„ ,-■•,   Pn, (fc+1) gj — ( Mn-X, fc-t-1,   P«-l, fc+l)

2pn (pn 4- 1)

3(2^4-1)
sq. iPi-i, je+i P»-i, fc+i •

Let   2n denote the area of the squares whose diagonals are the segments

of (P„o-.-PW-   Then

_   _ Wn (pi + 1). •• (jpm4-1)

or

Hence

" (ipx + 2)2-..(4pn + 2f ' "  (4^4-2).-. (4p„ 4-2)'

^\1 + 2^4-lj •••(1+2p„+l)-2n =   4FI

We have

(PnO, • • •> Prim,)       (Pn-1,0, • • •, Pn—X,mn_1)

—     2j    \(Pn,kgH , • • •, Pn,(k+l)?n) — (Pn-X,k Pn-X,k+x)l,

so that
fc = 0

/p p      1_(ip     , p n  _   j?n(ffn4- 1)
i/-„0 • • • -TnmJ       Un-1,0 ■ • ■ -f?i-l,mn_J  —   g(2«M-fl)        n-X'

Let Zn be the length of P„0 • • ■ Pnmn •   Then

,- = («„+»V'.wJ.+-g--vgfe+»-o-+»-

The sequence {pn) has so far been arbitrary.   Now take pn to be 1

plus the greatest integer in 12(4"_1/w).   Then

4"-1   < pn(pn + l)   <   1    .   4"-1

w     = 6(2pn-\-l) =   8 "'"    n    '
Hence

4»-i    /1 \»-i        1
(PnO • • • P»»i„) — (Pn—1,0 • • • Pn-X,m.   ,) ^-(-ri =  —,

"-1   —     n      \ 4 / «
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and

(PiO • ■ ■ PnmJ— (Pn—1,0 • • • P»-l,«tn_i)

14.11—1        1 \  / 1 \ft-l

sL)(l)  (' + ̂ tt)-('+^tt)n    '   8

n '   2    4"/ \       2j>1 + l/       \    '   2i)H-i+l

The infinite product

(1+^tt)(1+2Stt)-

converges, since the series

2^ + 1 ^2j», + l T

converges, being dominated by the convergent series

Hence

L     {(Pno • • ■ PnmJ — (Pii-1,0 • • • P»-l,«»_   ,)/   =   0.
n—» 00 " n— ■

We note further that for every « and p,

(2) (P«+p, 0 • • • Pn+p, mn+J — (PnO • ■ ■ PnmJ ̂   „11   H-\~ '
n +1 n +_p

Now   let   us   write   the   parametric   equations   for   the   broken   line

(PnO ■ • ■ PnmJ thus:

x = 9n(t),       y = xpn(t) (0<7.<1)

where the parameter t  is proportional  to the length of arc   along the

broken line.

The functions  9n(0, ipn(t) will converge  uniformly to two continuous

functions 9(f), ip(t) respectively;  it is the Stieltjes integral   I ip(t)d9(t)

of these functions which we wish to study.

Let nn be that partition obtained by dividing (0 1) into m„ equal parts,

so that N7T„ = \lmn.   Then

J0 V'tt, d9nn  = J0 V>n d9n= (Pn0 - - - PnmJ.
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Hence by (2) L I  \pnndynn does not exist and  I  xpdy does not exist in

either of the four senses.

We now investigate the conditions Op(yip), OAyip). To this end, let

n(I) be defined by the inequality

N7r„(í) <i<N)r„(,)-i.

We have

(0,«/>)|y(i)|<yPí¿U,

where 7* is the sum of all the cells of 7r,l(/) which have inner points in

common with I. For the points (y(t), ip(f)) for t in I lie entirely in certain

squares of the system 1nor ^e ^t nan(l side "of the inequality will

have its greatest value when these squares are diagonally collinear, in

which case they all lie in a square whose diagonal is I*ln(i).

Now 2* <^ 37 always, hence

(0,ip)\9(I)\£9-I2ha)2.

Moreover

21
In  -   2\mn  =^f >

in view of which

(0/t/,)!y(7)|<972-^,
T JS nn

so that

(0,xp)\y(l)\ £9[2pMi, + l]I2im      (/< [2^,(0+l]N7r„(0).

Now consider the set of all 7 for which n(I) — n0. Since 7< Nnno-i,

the points (y(t), ip(t)) for t in 7 lie entirely in two squares of Zn_x and

hence (Qjip)\y(I)\ is less than the area of four squares of 2n_v that

is, than (4/(m„o_i)) 2n_r By property (2„) of the polygon (P% • • • PnmJ,

there is an 70 = (2pn 4-1) N?r„   such that

<0^)k'ft>| = —^--

Hence

(0,^)| y (7) | ^    4(r;,ol/;)|y(70)!

S 36(2pn0+l)I0\

< 36 (2 p„o 4-1)7 2„      if 7 >(2 p% 4-1) N ti»,.
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From this it follows that for all I",

(Olxp)}9(I)\£S6(2pn{n+l)ISn(J)

216(y„(/m + D    rfC1, , f,      ,       1
=-7--J-TC J-     I. lpnU)+ld9n(l)+l— L IpnV) «?>»(/)

Pna)+l\Pn(I)+l+i)      Le7o Jo J

< IM J0 V»(7)+l d9n(I)+l—J0 V»(7) ̂5P«(/)J ,

where M is the least upper bound of

216(2j7„ + l)

pn(pn + l)   '

which is surely finite since

T  216(2^+1)        nJj--.-, ...     = U.
»     Pn (pn +1)

Now denote by aK the largest value of

J0 V»(^)+l <^?'»(^) + 1_"Jo ̂ »(Jti) d'Pn(An)

for all 4™ of n.

Clearly

Lf a„. = Ln an = 0.
71 71 "

Hence since

.¿71

we have

hsS(AOtp) \Aq> | = ljgS{AOy) \A9\ = 0.

That is, y, i// satisfy the condition Af(9\P), An (91p), Of (91p), On (91p),

and since the integral fails to exist, do not satisfy the conditions Jp(9ip),

Jn(9H>)-
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